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JCM Global Brings Industry-leading Products, World-class Training to Peru Gaming Show 
 
LAS VEGAS (June 14, 2016) – Operators in Peru and across Latin America rely on bill validation and printing 
solutions from JCM Global to make even better connections with their customers, while also increasing security 
and accountability. 
 
Now JCM is bringing three award-winning products to the Peru Gaming Show. In conjunction with the show, JCM 
will stage its newest hands-on technical training.  
 
First, in booth #8 at the Peru Gaming Show, JCM will show iVIZION®, which combines a 99%+ acceptance rate 
with the industry-leading Contact Image Sensor (CIS) technology that sees the entire front and back of a note or 
ticket.  
 
Also on display is the UBA®, which keeps profits flowing with a patented removable stacker mechanism, 
combination of powerful sensing and anti-stringing technologies, automatic retry feature and self-centering 
mechanism. 
 
The GEN2 Universal® thermal printer features universal communication ports, a larger paper capacity, Intelligent 
Ticket Handling® technology, jam-reducing IntelligentBezel™ system and available 2-color printing technology. 
 
Then on June 16 at 3:30 p.m., JCM will hold the latest installment of its technical training program at Centro de 
Convenciones Jockey Club. The training is free for JCM clients; however, RSVP is required. Email Gabriel 
Becerra at Gabriel.becerra@jcmglobal.com  to reserve your spot. 
 
JCM Latin America Sales Manager Eduardo Rozen said, “We have been fortunate with the tremendous turnout at 
our training events. These types of trainings are very helpful to our customers, because they arm slot techs with 
vital information and technical abilities to maintain maximum uptime on a variety of JCM equipment.” 
 
Join JCM in booth #8 at the Peru Gaming Show and on Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter. 
 
About JCM Global  
JCM Global is the world’s leading transaction technologies supplier for the banking, retail, kiosk and gaming 
industries. With unsurpassed service and support, JCM Global is trusted by operators, manufacturers and 
integrators on six continents. Its extensive line of award-winning products set global standards with ground-
breaking peripheral transaction components, innovate digital media hardware and the systems to tie them 
together. For more information, visit www.jcmglobal.com.  
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